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grape is Gamay, a cousin of Pinot Noir 
but which gives up little tannin, creating a 
red wine that is inherently soft and fruity. 
Couple this with the purity of flavour one 
gets from the granite base, and you have a 
soft, fruity, easy-drinking red wine – often 
described as ‘pretty’ and ‘charming’ – and 
at an excellent price for the quality.
Beaujolais has been on an excellent run of 
form since the 2009 vintage: there is now 
a plethora of young, bright winemakers 
making gorgeous, characterful wine 
reflecting their locality and terroir, and 
the whole game, we think, has gone up 
several notches. These wines from the 
2016 vintage were rated as uniformly 
outstanding by the growers we spoke 
to on a visit in June. And we agree; 
the balance and harmony to them is 
extraordinary. This is a ‘must buy’ offer.

 

  TANNERS

 Beaujolais 2016
 All wines are shown at full price (including duty & VAT) and are available for immediate delivery,    
 Or available by the case In Bond (excluding duty & VAT). 

For many British holidaymakers 
Beaujolais is about a day’s car drive from 
Calais, making it a great stop-over point 
on the way south to the Med, the lower 
Rhône or Provence. The food is good 
too; a little less fiddly than Burgundy, the 
restaurants less pretentious. One of the 
prettiest parts of France, Beaujolais breaks 
up into a series of little undulating valleys 
cutting west to east; the whole vista dotted 

with villages (the famous names) and 
churches perched on the higher ground, 
the vineyards sweeping down and away. 
The soil is granitic, in marked contrast to 
most of the rest of France, and the wines 
have a marked acidity and freshness. The 

rated as uniformly 
outstanding by growers 

“We couldn’t let you 
miss out on this vintage”

Nicole is the president of the Côte de Brouilly growers, affectionately known by everyone in the village of Cercié, including the 
baker, as ‘La Patrone’! Notwithstanding this prestigious rank, you will still find her tying in shoots and  driving the tractor, as well as 
making and bottling her superb wine. Often superior to a straight Brouilly, this is serious winemaking from old-vine fruit grown on 
the slopes behind the domaine.

Nicole Chanrion, Domaine de la Voûte des Crozes, Cercié

l  Côte de Brouilly, Nicole Chanrion  JR03416 £16.00  or IB 12 bts for £126
Classic Cru Beaujolais, soft and generous around a tight core of raspberry fruit. There’s a ripeness to the fruit balanced by good 
acidity and a lick of spice on the finish. 0-5 years.

Marchampt, the hang-out of the ridiculously talented Monsieur Chemarin, is right at the top of the Beaujolais-Villages main valley, 
and Nicolas tends the highest and most vertiginous vineyards we have visited. This terroir leads to a very mineral expression in his 
wines, full of fruit yet ultra-intense in character, unlike most of the softer styles on the lower ground. Certainly something different 
for this offer, Nicolas, known as P’tit Grobis or ‘little bear’, is a star in the making.

Nicolas Chemarin, Marchampt

l  Beaujolais-Villages, Les Vignes de Jeannot JR03916 £16.70 or IB 12 bts for £132
Black cherry base with a clean, mineral, taut feeling in the mouth. Very fresh, with a core intensity provided by the 60 year old vines 
that drives through to the finish. A vibrant and pure feel to this wine. 0-5 years.
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Being the most northern of the cru vineyards, Saint-Amour can be a little bit simple compared with the others. However Jean-
François Trichard manages to imbue his wines with life and complexity, and the mostly schistous soil has ensured remarkable balance 
between bright fruit and that mineral, Beaujolais edge. This is a lovely, fresh, eminently drinkable style.

Domaine Trichard, La Chapelle de Guinchay

l  Saint-Amour, Domaine des Pierres  JR01616 £13.90 or IB 12 bts for £106.80
Possibly the lightest of the cru wines here, but with plenty of raspberry and blackberry backing a fresh, mineral feel. It’s certainly 
fruity, with plenty of charm and character. 0-5 years.
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Nicole Chanrion with her vines on the Côte de Brouilly

Price per bottle In Bond price (excl. duty & VAT)
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Mixed Beaujolais Case
3 bottles each of:

 l  Beaujolais-Villages, Les Vignes de Jeannot

 l  Saint-Amour, Domaine des Pierres
	 l  Fleurie, Domaine des Marrans

 l  Chénas, Rémi Benon

£170.00 Saving £9.70
(Duty,  VAT and delivery included)  ZS2090

Being very much in the centre of Beaujolais cru country you will find many Morgons to taste if you visit the area, but we still find 
Laurent’s among the very best. Unassuming simple cellars behind the house belie the quality Laurent coaxes from his Côte du Py 
vineyards. He makes a style that always improves in bottle for a year or so, but sadly he never makes enough! His Chiroubles is 
equally good and equally scarce.

Laurent Guillet, Domaine de la Chaponne, Villié-Morgon

l  Morgon, Côte du Py, Domaine de la Chaponne JR01216 £14.30 or IB 12 bts for £111
Intense and concentrated with a touch of oak on the nose. More power than some on the palate, yet keeps its ‘freshly picked plum’ 
flavour and has a richness in the finish. Very harmonious. 0-5 years.

l  Morgon, cuvée Joseph, Domaine de la Chaponne JR01316 £16.30 or IB 12 bts for £129.60
Lots of dark mulberry and blackberry fruit with a lash of spice over the top. It’s smooth and round on the palate but there’s a central 
core to hold everything together. A really top quality wine. 3-9 years.

l  Chiroubles, La Forge, Domaine de la Chaponne JR02416 £14.20 or IB 12 bts for £108
Very pure black cherry fruit on the nose, then concentrated with some currant too in the mouth. Generous, mid-weight but 
extremely elegant and pure, right through to the finish. 0-5 years.

Matthieu came to our attention as one of the ‘Young Guns’ of Beaujolais written up in Decanter Magazine. He, alongside Sylvain 
Tête, travelled the world making wine in New Zealand and the USA, which has revolutionised the domaine’s wines, and particularly 
the Fleurie. We tried to buy others which were sold out, such is the name he is making for himself. Beautiful, silky wines of top 
quality.

Matthieu Melinand, Domaine des Marrans, Fleurie

l  Fleurie, Domaine des Marrans JR04016 £16.70 or IB 12 bts for £132
Typically pretty and charming, there’s more density from this un-filtered wine than some yet the whole is poised and has super 
balance. A cracker of a wine with lovely lines and substance. 0-5 years.

Rémi is really quite shy and somewhat overwhelmed by the amount of his delicious Chénas that we sell and you buy! Having been 
recommended by his now-retired uncle as a ‘decent young man’, the one caveat with Rémi is that he is invariably in the fields when 
you visit, so a pair of wellies is de rigeur if you want to talk to him. He loves the wines he made in 2016 which are stuffed with dark 
fruit, a million miles from a ‘Nouveau’.

Rémi Benon, La Chapelle de Guinchay

l  Chénas, Rémi Benon  JR01916 £12.60 or IB 12 bts for £94.80
Stuffed with blackberry and raspberry, this is surprisingly and appealingly savoury and expressive with plenty of depth. Typically 
pure, reflecting the vintage, and balanced with a clean, plummy finish. Excellent. 0-5 years.

Michel Tête’s Juliénas is now well established with Tanners customers after we first shipped the wine in 2010. Since then, Michel’s 
son Sylvain has gradually come into the business, having worked some time in New Zealand (alongside Matthieu Melinand, see 
above). Behind every father-and-son team however there is often ‘Madame’, and Françoise keeps close order here. This is a family 
turning out exceptional wines, with the new boy making his mark and the quality rising.

Michel et Sylvain Tête, Domaine du Clos du Fief, Juliénas

l  Juliénas, Domaine du Clos du Fief JR02016 £14.80 or IB 12 bts for £114
There’s a rich, complex and spicy feel to this wine. Blackberry core with some liquorice, a soft structure yet good balance and terrific 
length. Potential to age a bit as well. 0-5 years.

Price per bottle In Bond price (excl. duty & VAT)
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